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ABSTRACT
A characterization of all the subspaces with basis of a stable, nuclear LJ(b, r)'f<pace
(r E {O, oo}) is given. As an application the Lg(a, s)-subspaces (s=O, ± 1,00) of a
given LJ(b, r)-space (r E {O, oo})are studied.
The general structure problem which consists in characterizing all sub-
spaces with a basis of a given nuclear Freohet space has been solved
recently for a wide class of spaces: the power series spaces of finite and
infinite type (see [5] and [1]). In each case the characterization is given
in terms of two inequalities. One condition is concerned with the repre-
senting matrix of the subspace while the second inequality is related to
the type of nuclearity of the spaces involved.
The power series spaces form a subclass of the class of Lf(b, r)-spaces
introduced by Dragilev [2].
In this paper we solve the problem of characterizing all basic sequences
in Lf(b, r)-spaces (r E {O, oo}) for rapidly increasing functions t (i.e., Lf(b, r)
is not isomorphic to a power series space). It turns out that again in each
case the characterization is given in terms of two inequalities, comparable
(taking t=identity) to those obtained for power series spaces. We apply
our main results to obtain a description of the Lg(a, s)-subspaces of a.
given Lf(b, r)-space, r E {O, oo}, 8=0, ± 1,00.
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1. PRELIMINARIES
(1.1) The topological vector space E appearing in this paper will always
assumed to be a countably normed nuclear Frechet space. For the ele-
mentary theory of such spaces we refer to [8].
By the term subspace we understand a closed infinite-dimensional
subspace.
When We say that E is a subspace of F we mean that E is linearly and
topologically isomorphic to a subspace of F and we write E -< F.
(1.2) If E has a basis, then the absolute basis theorem of Dynin and
Mitiagin [6] states that every basis (xn) for E is absolute. I.e.,
Vx E E, x= ! tnxn: !ltnIIlXnllt<oo, k= 1,2, ...
"
where (II· lit) is an increasing sequence of norms determining the topology
of E.
The matrix (1Ixnllt) is then called a representation for (xn). It follows
from this that the collection of all nuclear Freohet spaces with basis is
the same as the collection of all nuclear Kothe spaces.
(1.3) A Kothe space K(a) is determined by an infinite matrix a= (a:)
which satisfies:
Then
K(a) = {(tn): Pt((tn)) = !Itnla~, k=l, 2, ... }.
..
Using the sequence of norms (Pt), the space K(a) becomes a nuclear
Frechet space in which the sequence of coordinate vectors (en) is an
absolute basis. By nuclearity there is an equivalent sequence of norms
on K(a) defined by
lI(tn)llt= sup Itnla~, k= 1,2, ....
..
(1.4) A power series space of infinite (resp. finite) type Aoo(lX) (resp.
A1(lX )) is a Kothe space determined by a matrix (a:) = (k"''')
where (lXn) is an increasing sequence of positive numbers with lim lXn = 00.
(1.5) Given zero-neighborhoods Up and Uq in E(q>p), corresponding
to norms II· lip and 1I·lIq, the n-th Kolmogorov diameter dn(Uq, Up) of Uq
with respect to Up is defined as follows (see [7]): for a finite dimensional
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subspace L of E set
ao; Up; L)= inf {d>O: ti, C dUp+L}.
Then
(1.6) It is proved in [2] (Lemma 2 p. 66) that if (Xn) is a basis for E and
the sequence (lIxnllp/llxnllq) decreases with n (q>p), then
d (U U) Ilxnllpto 110 p = IIXnllq' n=I, 2, ...
(1.7) LEMMA (see [5], Proof of Theorem).
Suppose E -< K(a). Let (Vt) be a fundamental system of zero-neigh-
borhoods for K(a) given by
Vt= {(tn): 2ItnI2(a:)2< I}, k= 1,2, ...
..
Let tf/(E) be a fundamental system of zero-neighborhoods for E. Then
VU E tf/(E) NV E tf/(E), V C U, Nk NR> 03
dn(V, U)<R2 dn(Vt+1, r».
(1.8) LEMMA (see [3] p. 260).
Let (0:) be a fixed infinite matrix such that 0<0:<0:+1 and
For po< pI, tpo+1, ... , tp1 and kEN define
qk(tpo+1, ... , tpt) = max {q: Itqla:= max Il-tIat'}.
Ilo<'~t
Then
(1.9) With the same proof as in (1.8) we have: Let Y= 2 tnen EK(a),
where a= (0:) is as above and K(a) is nuclear. Define
qk= max {q: IIYllk = Itqla:}
Then qt <, qt+1, kEN.
(1.10) In the context of (1.9), let E -< K(a) with a basis (Yn) and set
~=qk(Yn). Then (Yn) has a representation b=(b:) such that
a1• b1 a i ;
cr;; fa '1"
ak <: b" <: ak.' n, k,jEN.II: " ll~
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(1.11) LEMMA (see [4] p. 287).
Let (~) be an infinite matrix as in (1.8). Given numbers h, ... , tp we
define qk(tl, ... , tp ) as in (1.8). Then if O<ql ... <qm<.p are integers, it is
possible to choose numbers tl, ... , tp with tal #-0 but otherwise arbitrary,
t,=O for i#-ql, ... , qm and
Moreover, if any such choice is made, then
qk(h, ... , tp)=qk, k= 1, ... , m.
2. Lf(b, r)-sPAcES
(2.1) DEFINITIONS: [2] p. 77.
A function 1 defined on [0,00) is called logarithmically convex if the
function <p(u) = log/(eU ) is convex on (-00,00). Let 1be an increasing,
odd function defined on (-00,00), which is logarithmically convex on
[0,00). Let b= (bn ) be an increasing sequence of positive numbers such
that lim b« = 00. Let (rk) be a strictly increasing sequence of real numbers
with lim rk=r, where -oo<r<oo.
Consider the matrix (~) defined by ~=ef('kb,,). The Kothe space K(a)
associated to the matrix (a~) is called an Lf(b, r)-space.
In this paper we only deal with nuclear Lf(b, r)-spaces. Necessary and
sufficient conditions for the nuolearity of an Lf(b, r)-space can be found
in [2] p. 78.
(2.2) An increasing function 1is called rapidly increasing if for all a> 1
. I(ax)~ I(x) =00.
It is proved in [2] p. 79 that an Lf(b, r)-space is isomorphic to a power
sesies space if and only if1is not rapidly increasing, in which case without
loss of generality we may take I=identity. Since the characterization of
basic sequences in power series spaces is completely solved ([I] and [5])
we shall restrict ourselves to Lf(b, r)-spaces with rapidly increasing I.
Throughout the paper 1will always have this meaning. Also b '''' (bn ) will
always be as in (2.1).
We only consider the cases r=oo and r=O. The other cases are subject
to further investigation.
(2.3) The space E is said to be stable if Ex E ,...., E. For Lf(b, r)-spaces
(r E {O, oo}) the stability is equivalent to: sup (b2n/bn)< 00 (see [2] p. 79).
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(2.4) LEMMA.
Let r E {O, co]. There exists g such that L,(b, r) '" Lg(b, r) and having
the property: JfIR>O such that fTl(ny)<Rng-l(y), nEN, y>O.
So from now on we may assume that f always has this property.
PROOF. Since changing f in a neighborhood of zero does not alter the
space L,(b, r) we can, if necessary, replace f by g for which
r fTl(2Y)_A~ fTl(y) -
exists and is finite and such that L,(b, r) ~ Lg(b, r). (/=g except in a
small neighborhood of zero). Hence We have
(i) JfIYo>03fTl(2y)«A+l)g-1(y), O<y<Yo.
Since g is rapidly increasing there is Xl>fTl(yO) such that g(2x»2g(x),
X;>Xl. It follows that
(ii) fTl(2y) <; 2fTl(y), y;> Yl= g-l(Xl)'
Also
sup fTl(2y) =B
1/0'-;1/';;"1 fTl(y)
exists and is finite . So
(iii) fT l(2y)<,B fTl(y), YO<,y<Yl.
So from (i), (ii) and (iii) it follows that
fTl(2ky) <.2k max {A + 1, 1, B}g-l(y), Y> 0, kEN.
Hence if n EN is such that 2,1; <.n < 2k+l for some kEN, then for Y> 0
we have
fTl(ny) <,g- 1(2k+ly )<.2,1;+1 max {A + 1, 1, B}fTl(y)
-c 2n max {A + 1, 1, B}fTl(y).
So we let R=2 max {A+ 1,1, B}.
3. MAIN RESULTS
(3.1) THEOREM.
Let E be a nuclear Freohet space with basis (yn). Then E is isomorphic
to a subspace of L,(b, (0) if and only if
i) the basis (yn) has a representation (b~) such that for some number
M>1 we have
( ~+1) 1 ( ~~)j-l log b~ <, Mj-l log ~+l ' n,kEN,
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ii) for every zero-neighborhood U in E and (! > 0 there is a zero-neigh-
borhood V in E, V C U such that
dn(V, U)<e- /(lI bn>, n sufficiently large.
PROOF. First we show that the conditions are necessary. It is easy
to check that ii) holds for LAb, 00), so by (1.7) it holds for E. For i) we
apply (1.10) with a: = e'll'Jobn} where (rk) is an increasing unbounded
sequence chosen such that /(2x);;. 2/(x) for x;;.r1b1 and rk+1> 4rk> 1. Then
j-l (log ~;) <; j-l(f(rk+1 b~+l) - /(rk b~+l))
<rk+l bll~+l .;;; 1rk+2 b~+l =! j-l /(! rk+2 b~+l)
< ! j-l(!t(rk+2b~+1))
.;;;; !j-l(f(rk+2b~+1)-/(rk+lb~+1))';;; !j-l(log~;::)
which is condition i) with M = 2.
Now we assume that i) and ii) hold and we shall construct a basic
sequence (zm) in Lf(b, 00) and a matrix: (b~) which is a representation of
(zm) and of a permutation of (Yn). This will complete the proof. Let (c~)
be a representation of (Yn) satisfying i). Then by ii) and (1.6) we have
a permutation :rt of Nand j E N such that
c1~ <e-f(Ab)1 n,
Cn(n)
n sufficiently large where A = sup (b2nlbn ) . We can easily adjust (~) so
that this relation holds for all n and i) is still true. Now let (jk) be any
subsequence of indices. Then if R is given by (2.4), it follows from i)
(used first with M replaced by 1 and then with M) that
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(1)
We then choose (ik) so that if rl= 1, r2>j and
then (rk) is an increasing unbounded sequence and if we set b~ =cJ.~nl
then (b~) is a representation of a permutation of (Yn) such that
blb; < e-J(Abnl <: e-J(bzn-ll, n E N
n
and
(2)
Now we fix m and generally suppress it in our notation. Let
so that (xv) is a subsequence of (en) (with no repetitions as m varies) and
(a~) is a representation of (Xv) satisfying (1.8). We will select qk, tqk to
define
First we show that we can select ql, ... , qk such that for k= 1, .. . , m-1,
By (1) we can choose ql= 1 and the left inequality holds. Suppose that
we have chosen ql, ... , qk such that the left inequality and also the right
inequality holds. Since lim, av = ex> we can let qk+1 be the smallest index
such that the right inequality holds. Then we have, for m sufficiently
large
!f(rk aqk+1-I) <: / (r k aqk+l-l) - !(rk-l aqk+1-I)
It.:+l
<: log ~ ,
fA
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so
so by (2)
for m sufficiently large. So the construction of ql, ... , qm is complete.
Now set
b"
tqJ:= ;, k=l, ... ,m,
aqt
and it follows from our construction that the condition of (1.11) is satisfied.
So it follows that we have mo such that (Zm)m~mo is a basic sequence in
Lf(b, (0) for which (b:a)J:, m;;>mo is a representation. But (zm) is also a basic
sequence in L,(b, (0) and (b:a) is a representation for it.
(3.2) THEOREM.
Let E be a nuclear Freehet space with basis (Yn). Then E is isomorphic
to a subspace of L,(b, 0) if and only if
i) the basis (Yn) has a representation (b:) such that there is a number
M> 1 such that
( ~+I) (It-:+2)j-l log b: < M j-l log b;+l ' n,kEN,
ii) for every zero neighborhood U in E there is a zero neighborhood V
in E, V C U, and e>O such that
dn(V, U)<e-f(/lb"l, n sufficiently large.
PROOF. First we show that the conditions are necessary. It is easy
to check that ii) holds for L,(b, 0) so by (1.7) it holds for E. For i) we
apply. (1.10) with
Then by the nuclearity of E it follows from (1.10) that
3"ko3lim ~=oo, k>ko.
"
Also we have,
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Hence, for k>ktJ and n sufficiently large we have
1 2 (1)< - b~+I < - b~+I =4rl 01 -2- b~+l
Tk" Tk+l" Tk+l "
< 4 r 1 (I (_1 b~+l) _I (_1 b~+l)) < 4r 1 (log ~::~ .
Ti:+l n Ti:+2 n if" 1J
This gives i) for k>ktJ and n sufficiently large and we can clearly adjust
(b~) so as to obtain i) for all n, k,
Now we assume that i) and ii) hold and we shall construct a basic
sequence (zm) in Lf(b, 0) and a matrix (b~) which is a. representation of
(Zm) and of a permutation of (Yn). This will complete the proof.
Let (c:) be a representation of (Yn) satisfying i). Then by ii) and (1.6)
we have a permutation n of N, and an index j and (! > 0 such that
c1:~n; <e-f(Qb"l for n sufficiently large.
cn (,, )
By decreasing (! if necessary we can be sure tha.t this holds for all n.
Now let b= (b~) be given by
Then for some 1, (k-l)j<l<kj,
where Mk>O is appropriately chosen.
Thus we have a representation (b~) of a permutation of (Yn), l! > 0 and
a sequence (Mk ) of positive numbers such that
(3)
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and
(4) k,nEN,
where A = sup (b2f1lbn).
Now we fix m and generally suppress it in our notation. Let (rk) be a
strictly increasing sequence such that rl>Ale and rk+1> 2ARMkrk, kEN.
Let
so that (x,,) is a subsequence of (en) (with no repetitions as m varies) and
(a:) is a representation of (x,,) satisfying the condition of (1.8). We shall
select qk, tllk to define
...
Zm = ~ tllk Xllk·
1:-1
First we show that we can select ql, "', qk such that for k= 1, ... , m-1
By (3) we can choose ql = 1 and the left inequality holds. Suppose that
We have chosen ql, ... , qk such that the left inequality and also the right
inequality holds. Since lim; a" = 00 we can let qk+1 be the smallest index
such that the right inequality holds. Then we have for m sufficiently large,
(1 ) (1 ) (1 ) bl:+1! / - allk+1- 1 < / - allk+1- 1 - / -allk+1- 1 < log "'bl: •rk rk rk+1 '"
So by (4) we have for m sufficiently large
( A rk 1 ) (Ark ( bI:+
1) )=/ - -aIlH l - 1 «t _j-l 210g b"'l;
r,t+l r" rk+1 m
< / (2AR r" j-l (lOg b~+~)) < / (2AR Mk rk j-l (log b~:1))
rk+1 ~ rk+1 b",
~+2
< log ';;+1'
...
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So the construction of ql, ... , qm is complete.
Now set
and it follows from our construction that the condition of (1.11) is satisfied,
so we have 11/.i) such that (zm)m;;.mo is a basic sequence in Lf(b, 0) for which(b:')m>mo is a representation. But (zm) is also a basic sequence in Lf(b, 0)
and (b:') is a representation for it.
4. APPLICATIONS
(a) Power series eubspacee 01 Lf(b, r)-spaces, r= 0,00.
(4.1) PROPOSITION. No space A oo(1¥ ) is isomorphic to a subspace of
Lf(b,oo).
PROOF. We shall show that A oo(1¥ ) does not satisfy the condition i)
of (3.1). If it did then we would have a matrix (b~) satisfying that relation
and also subsequences (ik) and (lk) of indices such that
and so applying i) (twice) we have M k > 1 for lc sufficiently large such that
for n sufficiently large. But since lim 1¥" = 00, this violates the fact that
I is rapidly increasing.
(4.2) PROPOSITION. A1(1¥ ) -< Lf(b, 0) if and only if
inf sup 1((2 b,,) = O.
1/>0 ft 1¥"
PROOF. If we take b:=e-(l/zkl"'ft then condition i) of (3.2) follows with
M = 2. It is clear that condition ii) of (3.2) is equivalent to the given
condition.
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(4.3) PROPOSITION. Aoo(lX) -< Lf(b, 0) if and only if
[ffe>03 sup f(ebn) <00.
n IXn
PROOF. Aoo(lX) clearly satisfies condition i) of (3.2) with M = 1. It is
clear that condition ii) of (3.2) is equivalent to the given condition.
(4.4) PROPOSITION. No space A1(1X ) is isomorphic to a subspace of
Lf(b, 00).
PROOF. The space A1(1X ) has a basis of type (~) where as it is easy
to see that the coordinate basis in Lf(b, 00) is of type (d3 ) , so the result
follows from [4].
(b) Lg(a, s)-subspaces of Lf(b, r), r=O, 00, s= ± 1,0,00.
We have a complete characterization arising from (3.1) and (3.2) along
with computations quite similar to the ones we have been making. We
simply list the results without details of the computations.
(4.5) Lg(a, 00) -< Lf(b, 00) if and only if
1' ) [ff 1 -1'- rIg(x) 1r » im 1--1 ( ) < .
:z->OO I g-rx
ii) Ve>0[ff-r>03 sup f((e bn)) <00.
" g -ran
(4.6) Lg(a, 1) -< Lf(b, 00) if and only if
1' ) [ff 1 -1'- r
1 g(x) 1
r > rm 1--1 ( -) <
:z->OO I g-rx
ii) Ve>O[ff-rE(O, 1)3SUp f((e bn)) <00.
.. g -ran
(4.7) No space Lg(a, O) is isomorphic to a subspace of Lf(b, 00).
(4.8) No space Lg(a, -1) is isomorphic to a subspace of Lf(b, 00).
(4.9) Lg(a, oo) -< Lf(b, 0) if and only if
i) [ff-r>1 lim r 1g(x) <00
:z->OO r 1 g(-rx)
1' 1' ) [ff 0 0 f(e bn)e> ,-r> sup -(--) <00.
.. g -ran
(4.10) Lg(a, 1) -< Lf(b, 0) if and only if
i) V-r> 1 lim r 1g(x) <00
:z->OO r 1 g(-rx)
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ii) {fle>O and TE(O, 1)3 sup f((e bn)) <00.
n g Tan
ii)
ii)
(4.11) Lg(a, 0) -< L,(b, 0) if and only if
i) {flr E (0, 1) 3 lim j-l g(x) < 00
z-+OO j-l g(TX)
VT>O {fle>O 3 sup f(e bn ) <00.
n g(Tan)
(4.12) Lg(a, -1) -< L,(b, 0) if and only if
i) VIr j-lg (x)
r> ~ f-1g(TX) <00
Vr> 1 {fle>O 3 sup f(e b1/,) <00.
n g(T an)
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